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From: Wilson, Joyce A.
To: Acosta, Emma
Subject: Fwd: Purple Pipe @ Asarco
Date: Friday, May 31, 2013 6:58:16 PM


Sent from my iPad


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Balliew, John" <jeballiew@EPWU.org>
Date: May 31, 2013 4:53:03 PM MDT
To: "Wilson, Joyce A." <WilsonJA@elpasotexas.gov>
Subject: FW: Purple Pipe @ Asarco


Joyce:


When the wastewater treatment plant was constructed at Executive Center and I-10, a
reclaimed water line was installed to ASARCO but was never used because they did not
want to do so. As far as I know, the line is still there still unused. We could provide
reclaimed water to a park at that location, but the lines would not need to be 20’ deep.


 


John


 


From: Marcela Navarrete 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 2:18 PM
To: John E. Balliew
Subject: FW: Purple Pipe @ Asarco


 


 


 


Marcela Navarrete, CPA| Vice President | Strategic, Financial & Management Services


1154 Hawkins Blvd. | El Paso, TX 79925


(915)594-5614
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From: Acosta, Emma [mailto:AcostaEA@elpasotexas.gov] 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 2:08 PM
To: Wilson, Joyce A.
Cc: Nunez, Diana; Marcela Navarrete
Subject: Fwd: Purple Pipe @ Asarco


 


Is this true? The city is constructing a park and PSB is laying the purple
pipe on ASArco property?


Emma Acosta, MBA


East-Central City Representative


District #3


(915)541-4572


(915) 731-2020


 


Sent from my iPad


Begin forwarded message:


From: Carlosrod22 <carlosrod22@aol.com>
Date: May 31, 2013, 8:29:53 AM MDT
To: "jeff.hild@mail.house.gov" <jeff.hild@mail.house.gov>,
"cecilia.rodriguez@senate.state.tx.us"
<cecilia.rodriguez@senate.state.tx.us>,
"sito.negron@senate.state.tx.45"
<sito.negron@senate.state.tx.45>,
"esteban.terrazas@state.tx.45"
<esteban.terrazas@state.tx.45>, District #3
<District#3@elpasotexas.gov>, District #5
<District#5@elpasotexas.gov>
Cc: "darellano5354@yahoo.com"
<darellano5354@yahoo.com>, "Patrickgrz@yahoo.com"
<Patrickgrz@yahoo.com>, "annerabe@msn.com"
<annerabe@msn.com>, "annefischel@gmail.com"
<annefischel@gmail.com>, "linnels@gmail.com"
<linnels@gmail.com>, "kardasp@gmail.com"
<kardasp@gmail.com>, "mariana_chew@yahoo.com"
<mariana_chew@yahoo.com>
Subject: Purple Pipe @ Asarco


El Paso Representatives,


 


    It is of great importance that we all agree on this issue.  Project
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Navigator is getting ready and/or is in the process of installing Purple Pipe
for dirty water.  It was first mentioned by Mr. Puga, Trustee, that no plans
were going to be made for anything concerning public use on this very
contaminated property.  Now it seems that a park is going to be constructed
on the site.  Purple pipe will be installed for irrigation on this public park. 
The concern, at this time, is not the public park but to find a way to test the
soils.  The Purple pipe, according to regulations, must be buried not less
than 20 feet. 


     Digging the grounds at this depth is an excellent opportunity to do some
of our own testing.  What lurks on this site beneath the ground will once
and for all prove our point of the contaminations within the grounds.  The
dangers that OUR city will be facing in the near future, more so for our
future generations, is important to all of us. 


     The Trustee is considered the owner under bankruptcy rules, but Project
Navigator will be leaving when the site is completed and we will be left
holding the liabilities and risking our own kids well being.  Trustee
ownership is common in these types of situations but in this case with all
the possible risks involved to our future generations an exception must be
made.  We can not allow those people who do not have any interest in our
city do what they want.  Asarco left but the contaminates remain, over 100
yrs. of contamination, and the nearly 10 yrs of the illegal incineration of
highly toxic chemicals used in United States conflicts/wars.  We must look
for these contaminates, find them and address the problem head on. 


    I am asking for your support, team up as a complete delegation and do
the necessary testing. We can not simply accept what the Trust is going to
give us, which at this time is nothing.


    As the ex Asarco worker group I can tell you that we had been
requesting for testing even when the buildings were up.  The Trustee never
gave us the opportunity to do so.  He did test some areas, of which we
witnessed, but it was only done around the perimeter and when it was
within the outside areas of the Unloading dept it was only at a depth of 7". 
What he was testing was top soils.  Soils they had used to make the area a
bit presentable.  It is my opinion that testing for the contaminates has never
be accomplished.  Test results, as in the demolition of the stacks, the city
was told nothing was in the stacks.  A report by Dr. Lee of UTEP,
contradicts everything Mr. Puga has been claiming.  The dust that was
spread through out the Sunset Heights to downtown and on to Juarez
shows the high contaminated that dust truly was. 


     We can not forget that this company was fined 5.5 million for the illegal
incineration of toxic chemicals.  The Whistle blower report in EPA
documentation, the over stocking of the toxic chemicals, all fines by EPA on
Asarco and finally coming to the El Paso smelter.  These are documented,
we can not ignore these findings.


     I ask all of you to please respond to this request and please let me
know what you all decide.  Working together as one team will be our only
alternative.  Thanks so much!! 





